
I was raised by parents who grew up in The Great Depression so my Great
Truth for living was: ‘Waste not, want not!’ This was followed closely by:
‘Money doesn’t grow on trees’.

My entire life therefore was deeply influenced by the power of these words. It
was almost sinful to waste . . .  anything. I suspect most women of my
generation have a similar experience.  And being single again I don’t have to
consider the ‘edibility gap’ as I did when feeding a family of six. I don’t mind
having the same thing two days in a row, one little bit. In fact I am happy
that my meal is not only planned but prepared on that second day.
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Let’s start with food shopping. I like things fresh not frozen, and since I am vegan I don’t have to
worry about meat or dairy, which makes things so much simpler. I buy organic veggies and fruit.
The money I save on the absence of meat and dairy easily covers the higher priced organics, and I
feel good knowing that I am supporting, not only my own health and that of our Earth, but all the
organic farms, growers and field workers who avoid the poisons of Roundup and the like. 

Sometimes the bunches of leafy greens are just too abundant for a single small woman to devour
before they start yellowing so it’s important to find them as fresh as possible. Otherwise they end
up in soup. In growing season the answer is to grow my own even in a small garden. Picking and
eating is so rewarding and empowering. Next best is a local farm gate or farmers market.

Root veggies in winter are the go to. It’s no accident that the vegetables that keep well in a cool
spot over time are the ones that comfort and nurture our cold bodies through the winter months.  

I most often steam veggies for my evening meal and if there are leftovers they go into tomorrow’s
salad. Yams are so delicious in a green salad. I often make a batch of black bean patties (basically
black beans and quinoa) to go with the veggies. They keep in the fridge for easily a week. This is a
great take-with-you-for-the-weekend if I am spending it with friends who are not vegan. Or even
when I am just a guest for dinner.
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Soft fruit that gets past me goes into my morning porridge. Bananas go into the freezer for
smoothies. I know that they can be kept longer (before they over-ripen) in the fridge. Even though
they blacken on the outside they remain perfect on the inside.

When bringing home a loaf of unsliced bread or cake bread, I always slice it then freeze it, and use
it a slice at a time. My bread lives in the freezer.

I make a delicious tofu-based cheese (tofu and coconut oil) that must be refrigerated and keeps
well, although I’ve never put it to the test. I polish it off well before its expiry date.

The items that I have had to heft out are usually the ones in jars, especially when there is just a
little left. This is the bane of single living. I find one answer is to ensure that the lid is tightly
screwed down. Then of course we fight with removing it. Immersing it in hot water helps, but be
careful going from cold fridge to very hot water.

I buy anything I can in bulk, and avoid products that are excessively packaged. Why do
supplements need to be boxed on top of being bottled? I would like an answer. And why also are
the bottles twice the size of the contents? More waste!  

But I am happy to say that I purchase my cleaning products from Turtle Green Refillery in
Caledon East where I can buy products in pre-filled mason jars or use my own containers. They
deliver to my house in Palgrave and come by to refill them when I run out. Cleaning or personal
products, Canadian made, safe for me and the planet.

I am so grateful for Turtle Green and for the fact that I live in a place where I can access fresh,
organic produce and bulk goods both south and north of my village. It does require a 10 to 15
mile drive but I make sure that I make my shopping expeditions count by planning a combination
of stops, and listing them! (Never shop without a list, unless you have an amazing memory.) It
makes me feel that I’ve made the miles count.  

Waste not, want not!
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